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EXPLORING CULTURAL CONTINUUM WITH
TENNANT CREEK BRIO

Art kapi Culture ngini important kapi health, pride-ki
Ankinyi karrinyi ki
Apparr ayil wangkili kurangi Turruparinyi [Art and
culture is important for the wellbeing and health
and pride of our people]
Warumungu lands cover a huge area, three or four
different kinds of country. From mangkurru (plains),
to wangarri (hills) and punurkurr(swamp country).
In the summer we’ll go swimming! Roughly the
boundary would be about 100 k’s kankuru (south)
of here to karlu karlu (Devils Marbles). Then you
go kajunu (north) about 120 k’s, 250 k’s kakuru
(east). Not too far karu (West), pretty much right
here. Warrego Mine is the boundary. There’s a lot
of diversity. And it’s rich, our manu (Country). ...The
name of our cultural centre wanjjal payinti. It means
past and present. The traditional men’s artefacts,
and the more modern art these fellas do on the
board. That’s something new, but it’s still men’s
cultural expression. It tells the story of us mob –

who we are. Yumurlalki (old) culture and pantalki
(new) culture. It’s good that the art has taken
off, but it’s really about the men maintaining and
carrying their culture. It’s a way of telling apparr
ankinyi (our story) and expressing our culture.
Because I believe that culture is what gives us mob,
wumpurani kari (Aboriginal people), our identity.
And art is one way of telling that apparr (story). But
also to carry it on for marlala (young people), you
know, so that they can know who they are. [Jimmy
Frank, 2019]
“One of our motivations for us artists...is to be better
represented in galleries and museums, in Captain
Cook culture...We collect objects and materials that
come from two different worlds, one ...[for example]
our spears...hold[ing] traditional histories and
values, and the other side of the history is the meat
hooks, TVs and pokies. These materials tell stories of
two worlds crossing over.” [Joseph Williams, 2019]
I do contemporary paintings. Gotta look forward,
look forward to what you’re doing, gotta be excited.
Contemporary ones, they a bit strange - very
different to traditional ones - we are in the middle
of it, I’m in the middle, the guys are in the middle
– between traditional and contemporary.” [Fabian
Brown. 2021]

Self-sovereignty, innovation and collaboration are
at the forefront of the Tennant Creek/Jurnkurrakurr
based artist collective, the Tennant Creek Brio.
Founded in 2016, the art collective began their
journey together as an Aboriginal men’s art therapy
program through the NGO Anyinginyi Aboriginal
Health Organisation. Fast forward a few years
and the collective have continued from their grass
roots origins to showcase work at some of the most
prestigious visual art events nationally: such as the
2022 Melbourne Art Fair, Desert Mob and NIRIN, and
the 22nd edition of the Biennale of Sydney curated
by esteemed First Nations artist Brook Andrew.
Tennant Creek Brio have since amassed a loyal
supporter base of entranced collectors, curators
and arts and design professionals in Australia.
In the beginning of their collaboration in 2016,
with the mentorship of artist Rupert Betheras
and supported by fellow artists Fabian Brown,
Joseph Williams and uncle David Duggie, the
collective quickly gained traction amongst other
local stakeholders. The collective soon grew its
core membership to include Marcus Camphoo,
Simon Wilson, Lindsay Nelson, Clifford Thompson,
Matthew Ladd and Joseph Williams alongside
several occasional members and fellow travellers.
By 2018, the art therapy program had moved out of
Anyinginyi to the helm of Nyinkka Nyunyu, Tennant

Creek’s art and culture centre, where the group was
joined by artist and cultural leader, Jimmy Frank thus strengthening their solidarity and collaboration
into an artists collective. They settled on a name
that signified their performative approach - the
Italian word brio means mettle, fire, ‘vivacity of
style or performance’, expressing the energetic,
experimental and transformative spirit of the
collective; and Tennant Creek, responding to their
place of coming together.
Today, the Tennant Creek Brio artworks are
recognised for their use of traditional and
contemporary motifs, themes and expression drawn
from sand, rock and cultural practice; through to
popular culture references such as those found
from film, social media and religious and protest
imagery; an assertion of their perspective and
position in the world.
Building upon this success is the first Melbourne/
Naarm based showcase of the Tennant Creek Brio
in a commercial design gallery context at Modern
Times in Fitzroy. Titled, The Borderers, this is an
exhibition that brims with cross-currents and
transgressions of material, cultural and conceptual
borders. Engaging juxtapositions stimulate crossfertilisation of ideas and experience, deconstructing
the conventional paradigmatic divisions between

art and design, and settler, migrant and Indigenous
histories. This has been realised specifically to
create a critical layer of deep cultural engagement
within NGV’s Melbourne Design Week program.
Described by Broadsheet as a, ‘pillar of the
Melbourne design community’, Modern Times
provides a community recognised and supported
framework for the Tennant Creek Brio’s impressive
Melbourne exhibition milestone.
Travelling from Tennant Creek to Melbourne, the
collaboration with Modern Times responds strongly
to the artists index of aesthetics, themes of place,
trauma and catharsis. Indeed, the conception of
the exhibition’s title, The Borderers further alludes
to displacement and difference. Various members
have lived on the fringes of community and Tennant
Creek/Jurnkurrakurr is 500 kms north of the nearest
centre - Alice Springs/Mparntwe. Borderers range
and raid borders positioned on indeterminate areas,
situations or conditions, on the cusp, fringe or
precipice of something or someplace. According to
Frank and Williams: “The Tennant Creek Aboriginal
men have been stereotyped into figures of notoriety
and disrepute – made to live on the edge of two
worlds – a place they have learned not only to
inhabit but to ride.” Such notions illuminate the
interdependence of place and identity for the
Tennant Creek Brio’s practice.

Indeed, the artists are familiar with the permeable
bounds of interdependence, interference and
collaboration. The cross-cultural collective
comprises of individual practitioners identifying
as Warumungu, Warlmunpa, Warlpiri, Kaytetye,
Alyawarr men alongside men from different parts
of Australia with varying backgrounds. Here,
examples of cultural continuum are in force as the
Tennant Creek Brio demonstrate that Aboriginality
represents a wide cultural multiplicity, and also
extend the invitation to collaborate with other
voices in their community. Works are conceived
collectively by way of ‘capping, elaborating and
updating’ within the melting pot of their studio and
culture centre. The studio thus becomes a space
for catharsis and healing. Artists communicate
their ideas through both aesthetic and conceptual
points of departure. Paint, artefacts and found
objects collide to transform previous renditions into
social critique, cultural expression and political
empowerment.
Although a collective, each artist has a distinctive
hand. It is apparent that together, their individual
areas of expertise meld together, though individual
appreciation of their prospective backgrounds
assists viewers in understanding their collective
response and its disparate components. Brown’s
iconic figures depict heroes, super villains and

mystical creatures which play out narratives cast
from religious, cinematic and cultural chronicles.
These were seeded from his youth when he
sketched on the walls of his childhood dwellings.
Likewise, young Williams learnt to carve early
from his grandfather, while Wilson developed his
painting during his teens. Betheras’ early teenage
years were marked by Melbourne’s 1980s graffiti
subculture. The artists share the need to cultivate a
sense of intergenerational energy and commitment
to questioning the status quo born from a shared
experience of outsider status.
Working collectively, the artists are also challenged
to reinvigorate their individual practices through
exposure to new materials and mediums. Through
this, new collaborative and dialogical approaches
emerge. Due to the group’s collective status, no
individual’s authorship necessarily takes priority
over the others however at times, one artist might
finish the work of another which reimagines the
intentions and possibilities of their art in the
presence of another. Thus forms the foundation
and rich collaborative dialogue that make working
collectively so engaging and rewarding.
While the collective acknowledges the importance
of its origins as a group gathered to participate
in art therapy, over time, the collective has also

developed a significant social and cultural voice.
They reflect on the rigours of life in a frontier
town that remains marred by ongoing impacts of
colonisation and the unending struggle to maintain
cultural continuum due to enduring imperial threat.
Some of the collective’s ‘found’ materials such
as disused metal, plan drawings from nearby
abandoned mine sites and disused poker machines
feed into the force of this political commentary on
land ownership, sovereignty and environmentalism.
The Brio’s work and performance express their
identity of traditional culture - ‘where we’ve come
from … who we are’, alongside, or, ‘walking side
by side’ - with their contemporary hybrid and
protean culture arising from their individual lived
experiences.
The multi-disciplinary, intergenerational and
collective themes are also explored by exhibiting
partner and Gallery Host Modern Times. The gallery
engages with a ‘side by side’ presentation of old
and new, uniquely celebrating a pairing of vintage
alongside the contemporary - in their case Vintage
European design furniture with Contemporary
Australian art and design. In a similar way to how
museums around Australia and the world have
broken with the outdated and colonial museological
classification, separating practices by their culture
or placehood; all Australian contemporary art

and design is displayed together; as a union; an
acknowledgement of this countries multiplicity and
diversities, and providing a platform for diverse
voices and First Nations assertions.
Through this exhibition-based collaboration with
Modern Times, the Tennant Creek Brio challenges
the assumptions that class is derived from imperial
and colonial histories, and instead asserts the
important position that Australia has more than
one history. By engaging with contemporary art
and design, Modern Times must, like contemporary
museums, move to engage with a wide multiplicity
of perspectives of contemporary Australian life,
putting lived experience at the forefront of this step
of action. What this looks like aesthetically is an
assemblage of visually evocative works by the Brio
that subvert common stylistic tropes of Western
Industrial Design and Contemporary Art.
Through this, it is evident that The Borderers
connects us with each other by deep and
compelling engagement of aesthetics, ideas and
debates modelling an action for the observer to reimagine the future. Our engagement of these crosscurrents between art and design, between the city
street and outback town, between different country
and placehoods, and in the global modernity that
brings international ideas and art into the everyday

hybrid condition, foregrounds the relevance
of contemporary Australia in the transcultural
discourse of today’s globalised world.
–
Dr Erica Izett, The Borderers Curator
Amy Malin, Director Modern Times
Edited by Tess Maunder

THE TENNANT CREEK BRIO

Rupert Betheras
Born 1975 in Melbourne, Australia Lives and works
in Alice Springs, Tennant Creek, and Melbourne
Australia

Lindsay Nelson
Born 1974 in Ali Curung, Australia Lives and works in
Tennant Creek, Australia Language group Warlpiri
Clifford Thompson
Born 1980 in Tennant Creek, Australia Lives and
works in Tennant Creek Language group Kaytetye

Fabian Brown
Born 1968 in Alice Springs, Australia Lives and
works in Tennant Creek, Australia Language group
Kaytetye, Waramungu, Warlmunpa and Warlpiri

Joseph Williams
Born 1978 in Darwin, Australia Lives and works
in Tennant Creek, Australia Language group
Warumungu

Marcus Camphoo
Born 1994 in Katherine, Australia Lives and works in
Tennant Creek, Australia Language group Kaytetye
Jimmy Frank (Jupurrula)
Born 1981 in Alice Springs Australia Lives and
works in Tennant Creek, Australia Language group
Warumungu

Simon Wilson
Born 1987 in Tennant Creek, Australia Lives and
works in Tennant Creek Language group Alyawarr
and Kayetye

CLIFFORD THOMPSON
Creek Bed 1, 2020

LINDSAY NELSON
Bush Tree, Spears, and the Soakage, 2018

LINDSAY NELSON
Ceremonial Ground, 2018

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

$2,200

$2,500

$2,500

SIMON WILSON
Ancestral Spirit, 2019

SIMON WILSON
Jeely Sky, 2021

FABIAN BROWN & RUPERT BETHERAS
Strange and Mystical Animals, 2020

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

$2,500

$2,500

$4,200

CLIFFORD THOMPSON
Creek 2, 2021

CLIFFORD THOMPSON
Grid Square, 2019

RUPERT BETHERAS & CLIFFORD THOMPSON
Blue, 2021

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

$2,200

$2,200

$4,200

FABIAN BROWN & MARCUS CAMPHOO
Desert Brim at Lake Surprise, 2021

FABIAN BROWN
White Devil Mine, 2018

MARCUS CAMPHOO
Red 1, 2021

1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board

890 x 590mm
Acrylic on Paper (Mining Map)

720 x 1070mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)

$4,200

$900

$660

JOSEPH WILLIAMS
Wangumunyu Country, 2018

MARCUS CAMPHOO
Scarification No. 1, 2021

MARCUS CAMPHOO
Scarification No. 2, 2021

590 x 890mm
Acrylic on Paper (Mining Map)

720 x 1000mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)

720 x 1000mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)

$440

$660

$660

MARCUS CAMPHOO
Scarification No. 3, 2021

MARCUS CAMPHOO
Scarification No. 4, 2021

FABIAN BROWN & SIMON WILSON
The Traditional Cultural Old Kiwi Man, 2020

720 x 1000mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)

720 x 1000mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)

1690 x 1230mm
Mixed Media on Canvas

$660

$660

$4,000

RUPERT BETHERAS
Gateway, 2019
Acrylic and Enamel on Linen
$13,500

FABIAN BROWN & RUPERT BETHERAS
Lost Sheep, 2020
Mixed Media on Board
$13,500

FABIAN BROWN & RUPERT BETHERAS
Woman and Angry Fish Swimming Together, 2021

FABIAN BROWN & RUPERT BETHERAS
The Rabbit That’s Bored, 2021

1730 x 1690mm
Mixed Media on Canvas

1670 x 1470mm
Mixed Media on Canvas

$13,000

$13,000

SIMON WILSON & FABIAN BROWN
Big Foot, 2021

FABIAN BROWN & RUPERT BETHERAS
Sunflower (Homage to Keifer), 2021

910 x 1505mm
Mixed Media on TV

730 x 1250mm
Mixed Media on TV

$4,500

$3,500

CLIFFORD THOMPSON
Creek Bed TV,

CLIFFORD THOMPSON
Lightning Strike,

415 x 450mm
Mixed Media on TV

400 x 510mm
Mixed Media on TV

$420

$420

RUPERT BETHERAS, LINDSAY NELSON AND
JOSEPH WILLIAMS
Titan, 2019
1375 x 560 x 690mm
Mixed Media on Poker Machine
$8,800

RUPERT BETHERAS, FABIAN BROWN, CLIFFORD THOMPSON,
SIMON WILSON, LINDSAY NELSON
Pot of Gold, 2019
1430 x 540 x 570mm
Mixed Media on Poker Machine
$8,800

MARCUS CAMPHOO (WITH LINDSAY NELSON AND RUPERT BETHERAS)
Markashoo, 2021
1800 x 1230mm
Mixed Media on Whiteboard (Front and reverse shown)
$9,500

RUPERT BETHERAS
Untitled,
1200 x 2000mm
Enamel on Vintage Car Bonnet
POA

LINDSAY NELSON
Ceremonial Action (Morning Star 1), 2020

LINDSAY NELSON
Ceremonial Action (Boundary of Stars), 2020

LINDSAY NELSON
Ceremonial Action (Milky Way), 2020

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

$350

$350

$350

LINDSAY NELSON
Ceremonial Action (Gathering), 2020

LINDSAY NELSON
Ceremonial Action (Evening Star), 2020

LINDSAY NELSON
Ceremonial Action (Morning Star 2), 2020

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

$350

$350

$350

SIMON WILSON
Central Field Tennant Creek 1, 2019

SIMON WILSON
Central Field Tennant Creek 2, 2019

SIMON WILSON
Central Field Tennant Creek 3, 2019

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

$320

$320

$320

SIMON WILSON
Central Field Tennant Creek 4, 2019

SIMON WILSON
Central Field Tennant Creek 5, 2019

SIMON WILSON
Central Field Tennant Creek 6, 2019

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

$320

$320

$320

SIMON WILSON
Central Field Tennant Creek 7, 2019

SIMON WILSON
Central Field Tennant Creek 12, 2019

SIMON WILSON
Central Field - Peko 2, 2021

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

400 x 430mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

750 x 1030mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)
$550

$320

$320

SIMON WILSON
Central Field - Peko 3, 2021

SIMON WILSON
Central Field - Peko 5, 2021

SIMON WILSON
Central Field - Peko 6, 2021

750 x 1030mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)

750 x 1030mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)

750 x 1030mm
Enamel on Transparency (Mining Map)

$550

$550

$550

RUPERT BETHERAS
Operations Limited No 1, 2021

RUPERT BETHERAS
Operations Limited No 2, 2021

RUPERT BETHERAS
Operations Limited No 4, 2021

790 x 1060mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

790 x 1060mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

790 x 1060mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)

$770

$770

$770

RUPERT BETHERAS
Operations Limited No 5, 2021
790 x 1060mm
Enamel and Acrylic on Cellulose Paper
(Mining Map)
$770

MARCUS CAMPHOO
Untitled (Cube 2), 2022
1090 x 1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board
$12,500
EOI for individual cube faces welcome: sales@moderntimes.com.au

CLIFFORD THOMPSON (WITH FABIAN BROWN)
Currents, 2020
1090 x 1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board
$8,000
EOI for individual cube faces welcome: sales@moderntimes.com.au

RUPERT BETHERAS
Untitled (Cube 3), 2022
1090 x 1090 x 1090mm
Mixed Media on Board
$12,500
EOI for individual cube faces welcome: sales@moderntimes.com.au

PURCHASING ARTWORK

CONTACT

Works will be available to purchase online, over
the phone and in person at our Fitzroy showroom
from 12pm on Friday 18 March. Please also be
ready to secure the work through payment in full.

For more information or to enquire about the
purchase of artwork please contact:

If you wish to request a shipping quote we
welcome you to get in touch with our team prior
to sales opening.
If you would like any additional information about
this process, please get in touch with our team.

ARTWORK INFORMATION
— Quoted prices are in Australian Dollars
— Interstate and international shipping available
— Modern Times print editions may be available
from a selection of these original works
— Our sales team will be in touch with buyers
after the exhibition concludes on 27 March to
arrange pick up/delivery.

03 9913 8598 or sales@moderntimes.com.au
Wurundjeri, 311 Smith Street Fitzroy VIC 3065

ART MONEY
Find out how to apply and pay off your purchase
in 10 monthly instalments.
Please note, Art Money applications must be
approved ahead of your purchase being finalised,
so we encourage you to apply ahead of sales
opening.
sales@moderntimes.com.au artmoney.com

